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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
If there?s one thing that Buffalo knows, it?s comebacks.
Coming back after nearly 4 months away from campus is no
easy feat for any student to accomplish, but as we enter our Fall
semester, we are ready. Prior to the COVID- 19 Pandemic
shutdown in M arch, the ASDA fever was rampant in Buffalo.
We kicked off the Spring Semester in January with our
first- ever ASDA Winter Symposium. The focus of this event,
was to take the material we have learned over the last year
through ASDA meetings and events, and present it to the
student body in a manner similar to national ASDA meetings.
The event was a huge success, and we look forward to
improving and building upon it next year. In February, our
outreach group, BOCA held their very popular BOCA Gala
fundraiser. 2020 marked a record year for this event;
attendance was so high, that the event out- grew its original
venue and a larger location was booked instead. Then in
M arch, Buffalo had strong representation at Annual Session.
Fortunately, we held our annual Vendor Fair prior to the
shutdown, and it was a big success, thanks to our Fundraising
Chairs.
Then, just as we were preparing for our ASDA Spring
Formal event, the COVID pandemic struck, and ultimately, the
event was cancelled. The pandemic changed the lives of each
and every student in unique ways, no two students were
affected the same, and no two students endured quarantine the
same way. Therefore, one of our chapter goals during this
tumultuous time was to constantly share new ways to promote
wellness and health. Our Wellness Chairs achieved this by
sending out weekly ?Quarantine Survival Kits? on the ASDA
Buffalo Facebook and Instagram. Each survival kit included
healthy recipes, workouts, tv/ movie recommendations, as well
as other healthy ways to cope with the stress of quarantine life.
In addition to the survival kits, we also held our first ever virtual
?Bark M adness? Tournament, where students submitted pictures
of their pets, and the @asdabuffalo Instagram followers voted
on different matchups throughout the week. Also, thanks to our
Lunch and Learn Coordinators, we were sable to successfully
conduct virtual lunch and learns during quarantine. Some of
our biggest chapter successes during quarantine came (p. 2)
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BOCA's February 2020 Remote Area Medical (RAM) trip to Knoxville, TN

Members of the Class of 2020 perform in their final UBSDM Talent
Show

All smiles at the annual BOCA Gala at the Hotel Lafayette in downtown
Buffalo
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UBSDM faculty members (l. -r.) Dr. Bairam, Dr. Stephan, Dr. Sobieraj and Dr. Battista share a
laugh onstage with Talent Show emcees Timothy Moses and Sehie Olivia Koh (both Class of
2021) during the students vs. faculty trivia contest

Sehie Olivia Koh joins her Class of 2021 classmates (l.-r.) Andrew Proto, Lawrence Camacho,
Jelani Brown, Abdullah Al-Karagholi and Fahad Khan as they dance behind Dr. José Luis Tapia
as part of "The Dentigerous Six" mini-act during the Talent Show

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE (CONTINUED)
more recently. During June, our chapter Executive
Board, together with our class presidents, successfully
reached an agreement with our school administrators
to prorate/ reduce clinic fees for the Fall 2020 semester,
compensating for the unused clinic fees paid for the
spring semester; a major moral boost for the student
body. Also, this past summer some of our chapter
members came out and showed their support at the
?White Coats for Black Lives? walk in Buffalo. Subsequently, our student leaders joined together with the
leaders of our minority clubs and organizations to set
up a donation from our chapter to support the Black
Lives M atter M ovement. Lastly, some of our student

leaders had the opportunity to participate in a virtual
Lobby Day meeting with Representative Chris Jacobs,
discussing topics such as Student Debt Reform,
H ealthcare Reform, and COVID- 19 Relief. As we return to campus, we are working harder than ever to
think outside the box, and come up with new and innovative ways to safely spread the ASDA fever, instead
of spreading COVID- 19. We are looking forward to
our upcoming Run for Smiles 5K event, Red White and
Brew advocacy event, and our ASDA N ight at the
Drive- In. Evan Conley, ASDA Buffalo President

JOINING TOGETHER FOR JUNETEENTH
Originally Juneteenth was celebrated through prayer or
pilgrimage to Galveston; more recently, it has become a
day of widespread celebration, with many cities holding
parades and festivals.

If you are interested in learning more about this
monumental holiday or more about Black history, check
out these resources:
Above: BOCA students volunteered for Juneteenth celebrations last year. From left to
right: Lauren Pernick (Class of 2022), Arian Johnson '21, Robert Forrest Brown '22, Mary
Njie '21 and Tyler Laurel '22

This site explores both the origins and history of the
holiday: http: / / www.juneteenth.com/
In honor of Juneteenth, Warner Bros. have made the
film Just M ercy free for streaming during the month
of June. The movie is based on the true story of civil
rights attorney Bryan Stevenson who worked
tirelessly to defend Black men wrongly accused of
crimes. The movie, Loving, portrays the civil rights
case of an interracial couple who spent nine years
defending their right to live as a family.

-

The annual holiday Juneteenth commemorates
the end of slavery in the United States. It
celebrates June 19, 1865, when Union General
Granger arrived in Galveston, Texas to inform
enslaved African- Americans of their freedom
and the end of the Civil War.
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2020 SDM TALENT SHOW

Every February, the UBSDM community comes together to dispel the Buffalo winter blues with the annual
School of Dental M edicine Talent Show. This year proved no exception, as attendees were treated to riveting
performances by members of all four classes. The emcees, Lawrence Jesse Camacho, Sehie Olivia Koh and Timothy
M oses (all Class of ?21) brought an energy to the evening that quickly made the audience forget about the cold and ice
that they had just experienced outside. Jason Ciano (?23) began the evening accompanied by his classmate Siddharth
Sharma with an acoustic rendition of Fleetwood M ac?s classic hit ?Landslide,? and was followed by a performance
reading by Iesha DeLesline (?23) of King Solomon?s 13th Proverb.
Jill Uebelhoer, administrative assistant in the UBSDM Department of Restorative Dentistry, enraptured the
audience with solo performances of Olivia N ewton- John?s ?H opelessly Devoted to You? and ?Separate Ways? by
Journey. A perennial favorite at the Talent Show, Jill has long been instrumental in organizing and promoting the show
every year, and the show would simply not exist without her efforts. H unter LaRosa (?23) and Cameron Priest, a
M aster?s in Chemical Engineering candidate at UB, performed a duet cover of ?Stranger on the Shore? by Acker Bilk,
with H unter on clarinet and Cameron on piano. N ot to be outdone, the band ?The Ashkenazi Four,? consisting of Eva
Gershovich (?21), M arc Bauman (?21), M ichael Chernyak (?20) and Ezra Goldberg- O?N eil (?20), gave a roof- shaking
performance of the two Led Z eppelin hits ?Whole Lotta Love? and ?Stairway to H eaven.? M ichael Beck (?20) then
traded places with Eva as the ensemble then covered ?One Week? by Barenaked Ladies.
After Siddharth Sharma returned to the stage to delight the audience with a saxophone cover of The Weeknd?s
?I Feel it Coming,? UBSDM faculty member Dr. Lata Shenoy and Serge N eyubov of the Arthur M urray Dance Studio,
who grace the audience each year with dance performances, performed, followed by Lawrence Jesse Camacho and Eva
Gershovich, who covered the duet piece ?Shallow,? originally performed by Bradley Cooper and Lady Gaga in the
movieA Star is Born. Following the spectacular performance of the dance group ?The Bhangra Burnishers,? Jill
Uebelhoer returned to the stage as part of the ensemble ?Jill and the Jawbreakers,? along with Ezra Goldberg- O?N eil,
Collin M iller (?23), faculty member Dr. Joseph Rumfola along with his daughter N atalie, and staff member Leonard
Binns to perform ?Lights? by Journey and ?When Will I Be Loved? by Linda Ronstadt to close out the night.
Recognition was also given to former UBSDM professor Dr. Alan Gross, whose namesake foundation makes the talent
show possible every year. The audience was treated to ?mini- acts? in between performances, consisting of a bhangra
performance by several of the members of the Class of 2021 and the boy- band act ?The Dentigerous Six,? consisting of
UBSDM professor Dr. Jose Luis Tapia and several other members of the Class of 2021. M any faculty and students also
took part in a trivia competition that also took place in between acts, with members of the Class of 2023 ultimately
winning the competition for the night. The Talent Show proved a major success with big shoes to fill for next year.
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ASDA SUSTAINABILITY: SPRING AND SUMMER 2020
This spring semester we focused on outreach and education for sustainable initiatives through online
activities and videos. On April 22nd, Earth Day, quarantine was well underway, and ASDA Sustainability
focused on accessible initiatives posted on ASDA Buffalo?s Facebook and Instagram. We had great participation
from students, who demonstrated what they were doing to become more environmentally friendly during our
time from UB?s campus. Some of the best 2020 highlights were new hikes, vegan meals, and pet adoptions! Our
committee worked hard to post many times throughout the month to ensure a steady flow of new ideas and
creative initiatives to students stuck at home.
During the fall semester, ASDA Sustainability participated with a line in the annual ASDA fashion show.
We collected previously owned clothing for over 3 months and then presented over 40 pieces in our fashion line
to encourage using old instead of buying new. This proved to be an informative and exciting experience for the
student body. In addition, we orchestrated a metal straw and vegan bake sale for the dental school. With strong
interest, we were able to raise over $300 for the ASDA organization while informing more than 200 people of
ways to be more sustainable. Overall, we made great strides in raising environmental awareness and interest in
the University of Buffalo School of Dental M edicine community.
In light of the Black Lives M atter movement, ASDA Sustainability would like to provide students with a short list
of black- owned, sustainable businesses to support:
-

-

-

First on the list is Sunshine Vegan Eats, located right in Buffalo! Their menu boasts a variety of delicious
vegan meals, ranging from smoothies to burgers. Find their website here:
https: / / www.sunshineveganeats.com/
H ave a sweet tooth? M aya?s Cookies and Southern Roots Vegan Bakery ship tantalizing goodies
nationwide. Find their websites here: https: / / www.mayascookies.com/ &
https: / / www.southernrootsvegan.com/
What?s better than a giant bowl of popcorn while watching a movie? Project Pop offers organic,
non- GM O vegan popcorn. https: / / www.eatprojectpop.com/
If you love to snack, check out Symphony Chips. With 28 herbs and spices per bag, you?re bound to have
a flavorful experience with each bite! https: / / symphonychips.com/
Fancy a cup of tea? Ivy?s Tea Company offers a plethora of loose leaf teas. Even more, Ivy?s Tea Co.
donates a portion of their proceeds to Black- forward charities. https: / / www.ivystea.com/ collections/ tea
If you?re a cheese fanatic, check out Fineapple Vegan. They offer delectable vegan cheese sauces even
non- vegans will enjoy! https: / / fineapplevegan.com/
For our protein loving readers, check out Vegan Smart. They offer a variety of vegan protein powders
that provide complete nutrition. https: / / www.vegansmart.com/
If you need a little pampering, check out M ary Louise Cosmetics. Their site offers a variety of vegan,
natural beauty products. https: / / www.mymarylouise.com/
For those that love lipstick and Target, check out The Lip Bar. This company promotes inclusiveness and
is sold both online and at Target. https: / / www.thelipbar.com/
If you?re a proud vegan and want to let the world know, check out Trap Vegan. Their company sells and
designs clothing promoting a vegan lifestyle. https: / / trapveganbrand.com/
If you are a food truck lover, M ad Sauces and The Flaming Fish are on the move around Buffalo.
https: / / www.theflamingfish.com/ and https: / / madsauces716.com/

Look out for more sustainable improvements next semester at UB Dental!
Your UB ASDA Sustainability Team,
M elissa Stoj, Kelsey Quail, Vanessa M areno, Syd Finster and Emily Waldman
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STEPPING UP TO BE THE CHANGE WE WANT TO SEE: BUFFALO 3-D P.P.E.
Savannah Tomaka (Class of 2022) and Jason Ciano (Class of 2023)
The old adage ?necessity is the mother of invention? holds
true, especially in the ongoing COVID- 19 pandemic. Its
rapid spread not only had a drastic effect on the
community health, but it also decimated the global supply
chains and logistics markets, disrupting the production
and distribution of personal protective equipment (PPE)
like masks and face shields.
Research in the Arany lab, Department of Oral Biology at
the University at Buffalo School of Dental M edicine
changed direction from research on infection- fighting
dentures and regenerative scaffolds to serving the urgent
needs of the healthcare community in the
Buffalo- N iagara community. Several of the 3D printers
were repurposed to produce economical and reliable PPE using N ational Institutes of H ealth (N IH ) 3D
depository approved clinical designs. Over 1200 face shields and mask comfort bands (?ear savers? to
improve mask compliance) have been produced and distributed - free of charge - to over 200 customers
in the Greater Western N ew York area and beyond.
Led by an interdisciplinary team of UB dental and graduate student volunteers, this dedicated group,
known as Buffalo 3D PPE, not only produces, but also finishes, packages, and even ships these PPE
nationwide! In an incredibly short time since Feb 2020, the team has launched a website
(http: / / buffalo3dppe.com), set up production and an online store. This allows practitioners to select
between a variety of face shields and comfort bands to assist them in protecting both themselves and their
patients against COVID- 19. Besides technical skills involving computer design, 3D printing and
polishing- assmebly, this initiative has enabled the student team to learn and implement inventory,
production, team dynamics and customer interactions ? ?soft? skills for a successful future professional
career. An exciting recent advance has been the development of a new design of face shield that can
accommodate loupes (several brands) and lights, a critical component for our clinicians.
Buffalo 3D PPE would like to express our gratitude to everyone
working so hard in our community to provide care throughout
the pandemic. Buffalo 3D PPE continues to work on new
designs and welcomes new suggestions and requests to assist
clinicians in practicing effectively while staying safe. Please visit
the team?s website to order PPEs, meet the team members, get
involved, and provide feedback or suggestions.
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BOCA (BUFFALO OUTREACH
AND COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE)
Back when gathering in large groups for social events was
acceptable, Buffalo Outreach and Community Assistance
(BOCA) hosted its annual fundraising gala. On February 29,
2020, attendees dressed in elegant dresses and dashing suits and
headed to The H otel Lafayette to support the schools outreach
organization. The night was filled with laughter, music, and
cheer as both students and faculty bid on a variety of items and
events. As with previous years, the event was a success, netting
about $15,000 through both silent and live auctions. The money
raised will be used to support further outreach events locally,
nationally, and internationally.

HISPANIC DENTAL ASSOCIATION
As the H ispanic Dental Association, our goal is inclusion of all minorities. The beauty of ethnicityis that it
envelopes people from all over the world, no matter their race, with love. Right now, our black brothers and sisters
are working on ending a racial war that has been going on for far too long. We proudly support their strive to
make the world a better place for all. At UB we hope to make everyone, especially minorities, feel like they have a
place to express themselves freely. At the Buffalo Chapter of the H ispanic Dental Association, we want to let those
who have experienced racial injustice know that we hear you, we see you, and we stand with you! - H ispanic
Dental Association, Buffalo Chapter
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